
Mana in  
ebt 

he New York Federal eserve released a recent report showing that  collectively  U  

households have racked up more than  trillion in debt  leaving a majority of 

mericans just one emergency away from financial hardship   

o help individuals access good credit  manage their debt  and reduce their interest 

payments  we ve worked on eight projects  partnering with six different organi ations  

e launched four optimi ation experiments with two more set to launch in   

and one prototype with two more set to launch in    
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1. reventing auto loan defaults across different parts of the funnel. ver four
million mericans are more than  days late on their car loan payments  his is 

the highest late-payment rate since the height of the financial crisis

ne reason for this increase in late payment rates could be that people are not aware of 

the true cost of owning a car  underestimating the cost of gas  insurance  and 

maintenance costs  hus  we created an auto loan calculator to help users understand 

how much they should pay for a car given their income and expenses  he auto loan 

calculator highlights the true costs of owning a car  reminding people of all car-related 

expenses they would incur   

e also partnered with Beneficial tate Bank  a California-based community development 

bank  to increase on-time payments of auto loans  e are changing people s auto loan 

payment dates to match their pay day  his experiment is set to launch in   

2. educing credit card and debt interest. iven the rise in credit card debt in
recent years  we want to help consumers optimi e their credit card payments 

and reduce their interest payments

e developed a prototype nicknamed ill Bill  which encourages consumers to call their 

credit card company and ask for an interest rate reduction  Credit card companies 

reevaluate their rates every couple of months  and making a two-minute call could save 

the average merican hundreds of dollars  

e are leveraging the ill Bill prototype in our work with Lend treet  a debt settlement 

startup  any Lend treet borrowers have existing credit card debt that was not included 

in their debt settlement plan   

e are also developing a credit card statement dashboard that outlines how people 

should pay down their credit cards to save on interest and discourages them from 

paying the minimum amount  his prototype will be released in    
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Lastly  we are working with arnUp  an income payments matching startup  

to encourage borrowers to round up their payments and save on interest   

. ncreasing access to good credit. illions of people in the United tates lack
access to credit  hus  when faced with a need for capital  such as that needed to 

finance a small business  they may be forced to turn to unregulated payday or 

online lenders who lend more than the borrower can repay and charge sky-high 

interest rates   o increase access to capital  we partnered with ccion  a flexible 

and responsible lender to small business owners  e are testing how different 

message prompts and deadlines impact the rate of completed loan applications  

his experiment is still in the field

. ncreasing uptake of credit counselor agencies and retention of debt
management plans. For many borrowers  the debt burden can become 

unmanageable  o avoid bankruptcy consumers seek credit counselor agencies  

debt management plans  or debt resettlements  owever  the uptake and retention 

of these programs are low  Changing these metrics is extremely difficult

e partnered with Navicore olutions  

a credit counseling agency to change 

the counselors  scripts to increase 

uptake of the service  nd while we did 

find evidence of increased trust in the 

service  it did not necessarily translate 

into increased uptake rates   

e also partnered with reen ath Financial 

ellness  a debt management plan  

provider to increase borrowers  retention in the 

program by providing periodical encouraging 

messages  his intervention did not impact 

retention  
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sin  s o t 
an ua e ues to 

bui d t ust in 
edit ounse o s 

Partner Type: NPO  Partner Cohort: 2017 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed  

If left to their own devices  individuals are prone to making biased financial decisions  

hese biases are particularly significant as the financial marketplace grows 

increasingly complex  In light of this complexity  financial advisors and counselors 

could play an important role by potentially connecting consumers with low-cost 

products and services and by helping them make better decisions  

Yet  the use of financial advice remains low  particularly among low-income 

households  esearch estimates that  of those making less than  a year 
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receive any kind of financial advice compared to 
over  of high-income households  
 revious research has found that trust is critical 
both for seeking financial advice but also 
implementing the advice  Increasing trust could 
lead to a greater uptake of beneficial products  
and it may also help counselors make more 
personali ed recommendations as participants 

share more details about their financial circumstances  

We have partnered with Navicore Solutions, a credit counseling agency, to explore 

ways in which we could use language cues to increase trust in credit counselors. 

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
ur partnership began by conducting site visits to Navicore s head uarters  where we 

listened to credit counseling calls  e also spoke with credit counselors and Navicore 

staff members about why it is difficult for people to trust counselors  e conducted 

interviews with individuals who recently went through a credit counseling session  

Finally  we conducted a uantitative analysis of administrative data provided by 

Navicore  

he diagnosis yielded a number of key insights into the barriers to trusting the financial 

counselor  

�� allers tend to prioriti e their initial interactions with the counselor, thus making

the beginning of the counseling session very important to building trust.

�� allers  trust in credit counseling broadly depends on two components  their

perceptions of the counselor s e pertise and the counselor s empathy.

Based on these findings we conducted two experiments to help increase trust in 

Navicore s financial counselors  
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e iment  Con e in  e e tise and em at  
it  Fee  Fe t  Found statements 

In our first experiment  we trained credit 

counselors to use a Feel  Felt  

Found  FFF  statement  

he FFF statement was designed to 

increase trust by incorporating an 

empathy statement I know how you 

feel  and by using social norms to 

signal expertise I ve worked with a lot 

of clients and they found this 

successful  

e measured trust in three ways: 

We asked every caller to take a post session survey. revious research suggests 

that if counselors increase trust  callers are more likely to do small favors for them

We used administrative data to track information provision among completed 

sessions. If counselors increase trust  the caller is more likely to share personal 

information

astly, we measured the percent of callers who completed the counseling 

session. 

Callers were randomly assigned to one of two groups of counselors  he first group was 

trained to use FFF statements  while the second group went about the session as usual   

he counselors in each group were randomly selected and balanced to ensure e ual 

experience  In total   members were included in the experiment  with  in the 
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treatment group receiving the FFF statement  and  in the control group with no 

change from standard counseling practices   

esu ts 
e found that there is evidence to suggest that using an FFF statement did increase 

trust  e saw a significant difference in the percentages of clients who started the 

survey   

e also noticed a significant increase in 

information disclosure among callers  e believe 

this led to better counseling 

sessions for  members  as the credit 

counselors had more accurate 

information to work with  

owever  these trends were moderated by 

caller demographics  as the FFL statement 

was less effective for ispanic and Latino callers  

Experimental Condition

Figure 29: Sample FFF statement 
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e also believe the increased trust will result in a greater chance of success on a debt 

management plan  with greater trust in the counselor  the members are more likely to 

follow recommendations and engage at future points with Navicore   

owever  the potential increase in trust did not translate into a higher conversion rate  

suggesting that either there is a ceiling effect around  or that there are more 

important barriers preventing callers from finishing a session  

e iment  edesi nin  t e ounse in  int odu tion 
it  a e ba  ont a t 

Because initial interactions are important  we aimed to redesign the introduction to the 

credit counseling session in our second experiment  he original introduction prioriti ed 

collecting caller information  asking clients about their objective financial circumstances  

and reading credit counseling disclosures  

Experiment Results

Figure 30a: Results by condition

!
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ne group of counselors continues the introduction as it is  wo other groups offer a 

redesigned introduction that differs in two ways  In the first group  counselors ask callers 

about how their financial circumstances are causing them stress rather than collecting 

information about objective financial circumstances  his helps counselors connect with 

callers on an emotional level  

In the second group counselors also ask about financial stress  In addition to that  they 

offer a verbal contract  esearch has demonstrated that contracts serve an important 

purpose when intrinsic trust is difficult to build  In the new introduction  the informal 

contract helps clients feel they will be treated with honesty and respect  he contract 

also incorporates elements of reciprocity by detailing what clients are expected to do in 

return  

esu ts 
e found that there was some evidence to suggest that the re-designed introduction 

did increase trust  hile fewer individuals opened the post-session survey  that 

Verbal Contract

Figure 31: Sample Experiment Statement.  
Legend:  Orange - Agree to share    Blue - Agree to complete session
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difference was not statistically significant  Furthermore  callers with the new 

introduction were significantly more likely to share personal information  s with the 

Feel  Felt  Felt statement  we believe this led to better counseling sessions for  

callers  

he verbal contract  on the other hand  appears to have hurt trust  ignificantly fewer 

people started the online survey and were willing to share personal information  hile 

contracts can promote cooperation during interactions when intrinsic trust is difficult to 

build  they have been shown to reduce interpersonal trust   

lternatively  using the verbal contract may have made the counselors feel more 

uncomfortable  which translated into lower levels of trust  e hypothesi ed that while 

the verbal contract would likely be less effective in terms of trust-building  it may be 

more effective in terms of session conversion   

his was not the case  as neither the re-designed introduction nor the use of a verbal 

contract had a meaningful effect on call conversion  

ur experiments suggest that trust is context specific  whom we trust and how much 

we trust them is partly shaped by small factors in our environment  Financial counselors 

and advisors should be aware of these factors  even small changes in how they  

Experiment Results, Second Experiment

Figure 30b: Results by condition
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interact with clients can significantly shape their relationship  For organi ations offering 

these services  our experiments suggest that the confidence of frontline staff may 

impact trust  fforts to improve customer satisfaction and engagement should ensure 

frontline staff feel comfortable and confident with any new initiative   

owever  our experiments suggest that  within the context of financial counseling  trust 

does not limit a caller s willingness to finish a counseling session as we hypothesi ed  

Instead  other factors such as logistical factors at the time they are calling and how 

tenuous their financial situation is  seem to play more important roles  his is not to 

say that trust is not important  ather  the effects of trust are likely diffuse and harder to 

measure with respect to this specific metric  
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Partner Cohort: 2016 

e effe t of 
en ou a in  
messa in  on 
du ation and 

etention in a debt 
mana ement an 
Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed  

Living burdened with debt negatively 

affects all aspects of someone s 

financial well-being  igh debt 

payments can strain a household s 

monthly balance sheet  turning even 

small or unexpected expenses into 

emergencies  igh amounts of debt 

can also reduce credit scores  

making it more expensive and 

difficult to ac uire assets or to find 

credit in case of emergencies  Furthermore  access to and use of credit cards is at an all-

time high in the United tates  he New York Federal eserve released a recent report 

showing that  collectively  U  households have racked up more than  trillion in debt  

leaving a majority of mericans just one emergency away from financial hardship   
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reen ath Financial ellness offers a debt management plan  which can help 

individuals get out from under burdensome debt   clients make payments directly 

to reen ath  who in turn distributes these funds to the creditors   

reen ath also negotiates with creditors directly  his often means that clients begin 

repaying their debt at lower interest rates  reduced fees  and at a lower monthly 

payment  owever  the transition into a  is difficult and many clients do not finish  

thus forgoing the benefits the  offers them  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e listened to counseling sessions and 

conducted interviews with counselors and 

other staff members to better understand 

the  experience  he team also 

followed up with ualitative interviews 

directly with  clients  his ualitative 

work was supplemented with an in-depth 

uantitative analysis of administrative 

data  hrough this work  we identified 

several key barriers that ultimately shaped 

the design of the intervention  

he value of the  is distant and abstract.  clients find it difficult to see 

progress toward a goal that feels neither uickly attainable nor concrete

he rst si  months are especially dif cult for  clients. he transition to a 

 is especially difficult for clients  he first six months show the highest rate of 

attrition before leveling off around the six-month mark

arly in the , the focus is to achieve programmatic goals or to overcome 

programmatic setbacks. he communication early in the  often reflects 

those goals rather than providing motivational messages  
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e iment 
e designed a series of encouraging messages that would be sent to clients when 

their  was activated  at the three-month mark  and at the six-month mark  hese 

messages intended to increase the amount of communication with clients and to 

signal to clients that they are making progress on their  

e randomly assigned new  clients to receive these messages  while others 

continued the  as they would normally  

In addition to the emails  we also randomly assigned half of those receiving the 

encouraging messages to receive a follow-up phone call  By varying the type and 

degree of outreach  we could test whether encouraging messages are more or less 

effective depending on the mode of communication  

esu ts 
e enrolled  new  clients for four 

months starting in ecember  and ending 

in arch  In our analysis  we measured: 

he total number of days the client had 

an active  account in the rst si  

months.

Whether the client had an active account 

at the end of the data collection period. 

. Whether the client reached the three month and the si month marks in their

.

e did not see an effect of the messages on any of the primary outcome measures  

he encouraging messaging had no effect on program duration or client retention  

regardless of the mode of outreach   
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ur intervention likely failed to have an effect either because encouraging messaging is 

the wrong type of messaging or the messages were not timely enough  

here are opportunities to explore other kinds of messaging or more fre uent 

messaging  e did not test using text messages  which may be a more effective 

channel to reach clients  

owever  our analysis does point to a variety of other factors that are likely more 

influential in terms of program outcomes  pecifically  our analysis suggests: 

articipants with higher savings are more likely to succeed in a .

ncome on its own has little effect on  performance, but how income relates 

to e penses is important. Individuals with larger households and individuals with 

lower incomes relative to area median income I  tend to have worse outcomes 

on a 

lients with more unsecured debt actually tend to perform better in the , 

likely because they see greater value from a  the higher their unsecured 

debt is.

nlike unsecured debt, clients with high amounts of student loan debt tend to 

perform worse in their .

emale  clients tend to have greater success on a  relative to their 

male counterparts, but this difference is mitigated by savings. 

oing forward  organi ations interested in helping individuals repay debt would likely 

be better off tailoring interventions that leverage these factors  which our analysis 

suggests are likely to have a larger impact  
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edu in  debt 
it  a sin e 
one a  

Partner Type: -- Partner Cohort: --  
Project Type: Prototype  Project Status: Completed  

Credit card debt has ballooned in recent 

years  reaching more than  trillion for 

the first time since the reat ecession  

ccording to Nerd allet s  

household debt study the average 

household that is carrying credit card 

debt owes over  which costs an 

average of  in interest annually   

o help these households  we focused 

on creating an intervention that helps consumers to lower their interest on their credit 

card  e call it ill Bill

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
Credit card companies often reassess consumers  credit scores every six months  

hrough these evaluations  consumers may be eligible for lower interest rates or 

promotional  interest periods  owever  often times consumers have to call and ask 

for these lower interest rates  o understand the barriers consumers are facing when it 

comes to calling their credit card companies  we observed more than  individuals 

negotiate their phone and credit card bills over the phone  
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Building on these ualitative interviews  we 

ran a series of surveys with more than 

 people that delved into past 

experiences and outcomes with bill 

negotiations  

hrough consolidation of these ualitative 

and uantitative insights  a few themes 

emerged: 

alling is the primary barrier to overcome. he most crucial step is calling the 

credit card company  nce participants got on the phone  their likelihood of 

continuing to complete the task was very high  But  people are busy  It seemed like 

there is never a good time to call your credit card company

uccess with lowering  is not related to negotiation skills. Contrary to much 

of the financial advice and guides which highlight the importance of negotiation 

skills  we found that success with getting a lower interest rate was just asking and 

waiting through the hold  

e iment 
Based on our data and observations  we created a basic prototype of a product that 

would advise people to call and lower their credit card interest rate  hen we ran a seven-

condition experiment on oogle d ords to test different messaging content that would 

motivate someone to call the phone number that was listed  hen individuals called the 

phone number listed  they would be directed to a voicemail which gave them instructions 

on how to find the right phone number to call and why  
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esu ts 
From our experiment  we found the most motivating messaging  by far  was the 

message that shrouded the action of calling in some mystery  In this condition of our 

experiment  the ad message reframed the task of calling a phone number to lower 

your credit card  as a ecret money hack  and he  trick you ll tell everyone  

lternative wording used to create the idea of secrecy performed similarly well in other 

Condition Ad Text

Control Call [study phone number]- Great way to save money 

Lower your APR and save big 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Secrecy Call [study phone number] - Secret money hack 

The APR trick you'll tell everyone 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Outrage Call [study phone number] - Are you getting screwed? 

APRs are unfairly high, lower yours 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Earnings Call [study phone number] - Earn fast money now 

Lower APR, get massive returns 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Simplicity Call [study phone number] - Simple way to save big 

It's easy: one call to lower APR 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Income 
Shock 

Call [study phone number]- Job loss? Hours cut? 

Lower APR when you need it most 
Call to lower your credit card APR! 

Scarcity Call [study phone number] - Hurry: will be gone soon 

APR tip so good it'll be taken down 
Call to lower your credit card APR!

Figure 33: Ad text by condition 
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tests  solidifying the 

conclusion that it was the 

principle of mystery and 

secrecy that drove the 

effect  rather than the 

specific language used to 

convey the concept   his 

condition increased call 

rates from  in our 
control to  ll of the other conditions were not statistically different from 

the control condition   

hough we were able to track if an individual actually called the random number we told 

them to call  we were not able to track if that individual continued on to call their credit 

card issuer directly  owever  we were able to get a proxy measure of interest by tracking 

how long a person listened to the voicemail we directed them to  

e dispensed almost five hours of one-on-one financial advice to  different people in 

this experiment just by directing them to an automated voicemail  It was ama ing to see 

that such a high percentage of people listened to so much of the message  instead of 

immediately hanging up   small number of individuals also called the same number 

back and listened to the message multiple times  

Experiment Results

Figure 34: Call rates by condition 
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Results 
hese learnings can be scaled across multiple domains that still re uire people to take 

an action like making a phone call  making changes to credit reports or canceling 

subscriptions  In addition  we are leveraging this work with our partnership with 

Lend treet  a debt settlement company  any of Lend treet s borrowers who still have 

outstanding credit card debt after their debt settlement would greatly benefit from this 

tool  
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Can e e  eo e 
a  do n t ei  

debt b  de easin  
t ei  e enses  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Build  

ore than one in three mericans  

million  have unpaid  overdue debt  his 

financial strain significantly fuels stress  

and it has detrimental outcomes both at 

home and in the workplace  In order to 

manage their debt and avoid bankruptcy 

many consumers resort to costly and often 

predatory financial products that don t 

serve their best interests  e partnered with Lend treet  a financial services company 

whose mission is to help people get out of debt  rebuild their credit  and get a fresh 

start  Lend treet offers a loan which consolidates all of a consumer s existing 

unsecured debt into a simple loan at a discount  he average Lend treet borrower is 

able to see a principal balance reduction of  of their debt  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
From our discussions with LendStreet and after conducting a data review of existing 

customers, we identified borrowers who had not restructured all of their outstanding 
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debts  hose borrowers kept one or two small balance credit cards for li uidity  owever  

these credit cards often carry high interest rates    

e iment 
iven our findings we wondered if we could help users get a bit of slack in their budget 

by reducing the interest expense on their outstanding credit cards  Leveraging our work 

on the ill Bill  prototype  Lend treet will help users renegotiate their interest rates on 

their outstanding credit cards  e will run a randomi ed controlled trial to measure the 

effectiveness of this intervention on reduced interest rates and improved budgeting  e 

are launching this experiment in    
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Partner Cohort: -- 

Can e nud e 
indi idua s into 

a in  ba  t ei  
edit a ds faste  

Partner Type: -- 

Project Type: Prototype  Project Status: In Build  

he state of consumer 

credit card debt is 

worsening  with credit 

card debt reaching more 

than  trillion for the 

first time since the reat  

ecession  ith this 

mounting credit card 

debt  we need to ensure 

that consumers are able 

to pay their debt in an 

efficient manner  

anaging credit card debt is complex  Credit card holders have an average of  credit 

cards  Consumers are expected to manage roughly four different payment dates  

balances  and interest rates  iven this complex environment  we often resort to easy  yet 

sub-optimal  payment strategies such as paying off the smallest balance first   
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o help consumers optimi e their 

payment strategies  we are building a 

prototype of a consumer friendly credit 

card payment dashboard for financial 

institutions to adopt   

e a io a  ia nosis 
and e  nsi ts 

e analy ed multiple payment screens from different credit card companies  fter 

reviewing over ten different payment screens  we concluded that in order to increase 

credit card payments  credit card companies should:  

hange payment defaults. Currently  users are anchored on paying their minimum 

amount  current balance  full balance  or some other amount  owever  these 

defaults are each highly flawed  Credit card companies should try to anchor people 

away from the minimum payment  by suggesting rounding amounts or presenting 

payment options on a slider  psychologically signaling that low payment amounts 

are bad and higher payment amounts are good

ncreasing the bene ts of paying more. Credit card companies should highlight 

how much people are saving in interest by paying more than the minimum at the 

point of payment  In contrast  they should highlight how much you are paying in 

interest when you make a minimum payment

onsolidate credit cards and payment dates. Credit card companies often issue 

different credit cards to the same individual  o make it easier on the consumer 

the dashboard should detail aggregated debt amount and have the same payment 

date which ideally aligns with users  income

reate roactive prompts. fter consumers make a payment above the minimum 

payment  an automatic prompt should pop up asking consumers to make that 
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payment an automated and recurring payment  highlighting the cost-savings of 

this strategy  In contrast  after consumers make a minimum payment  an 

automatic prompt should pop up asking consumers if they are sure that they 

only want to make a minimum payment  highlighting the cost of this strategy   

e iment 
e are in the process of building this dashboard and expect to launch it in   e 

are also seeking interested partners who would like to test out our new dashboard with 

their users   

Sample Proactive Prompts

Figure 35: Sample proactive prompts 
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Can e ma e 
t e bene t of 
sa in  mone  
mo e on ete  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Build  

mericans like cars and homes  

s of  there are about  

million auto and mortgage loans 

outstanding in the United tates 

carrying a si able average 

liability  n average  mericans 

who have a new car loan are 

 in the red and 

homeowners who have a 

mortgage owe  his 

amount of debt is not only psychologically costly  it is also costing us real money  s 

evidence  the average interest cost for a mortgage totals  per year   

o help reduce the cost of debt  we partnered with arnUp in  arnUp is a 

company that helps people pay off debt faster by timing their income and loan 

payments  In an experiment with arnUp customers  we found that people are more 

likely to opt into overpaying their monthly loan when the option was framed as a 

round up    
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arnUp moved this from a pilot to a full rollout and launched a round up option  within 

their sign-up flow   

In  we partnered with them once again to nudge customers to accelerate their debt 

pay-down   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
hile accelerating debt even a little every month can help consumers save thousands of 

dollars  understanding the impact of these large savings on our future self can be 

difficult  In our literature review  we found that other domains have successfully 

increased numeracy by providing concrete comparisons  

For example  researchers in the United ingdom showed that presenting a label 

containing how much you would have to walk to burn off a snack pushed people to 

choose healthier snacks  as compared to just showing the number of calories contained 

in the snack  aniel oldstein and others have shown how newspapers have helped 

people digest and retain numerical facts by providing perspective-taking comparisons   

he second step of our behavioral audit 

was to narrow down on a particular 

concrete comparison that we could use 

for savings  o do this  we designed a 

-person study on ma on 

echanical urk  e hypothesi ed that 

people may be more motivated by large 

uantities of small items a lot of 

pi as and coffee  vs  one large item a 

car or vacation  

o determine which was most motivating  we gave people the chance to win lottery 

tickets  e divided people into conditions and each condition was playing for different 

pri es  ome received the chance to play for a lot of one small-dollar pri e e g   

coffees or sodas  some got the chance to play for a little bit of the medium-si ed 
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pri es e g  ten months of ma on rime  and some were playing for one big pri e e g  

a computer  Last  a few people got the chance to play for cash  Note that all the pri es 

added up to the same monetary amount  and we varied the type of pri e people were 

offered  hen we asked them to answer a series of math pu les   

ach pu le answered correctly was a ticket in the lottery  he more they answered  the 

more effort they put in and the more we assumed they liked their pri e option   

In our pre-study cash rewards motivated 

the most effort  his wasn t terribly 

surprising as the game was hosted on 

ma on echanical urk  a platform for 

earning money  he most interesting 

results were the least motivating pri es  

 coffees or  sodas  eople were 

less attracted to the large number small 

pri e  combination  

e iment 
e used the directional insights from our pre-study to design an intervention with 

arnUp that compares the amount of savings someone would have from paying down 

debt faster to larger items they could obtain with those savings cars or vacations   

e made slight modifications to arnUp s sign-flow to facilitate our experiment  asking 

people to round up their debt payments to save on interest   

Users are randomly assigned to one of two conditions  our control and our experimental 

condition  In our control condition  users see how much money they would save by 

rounding up their debt payment  In our experimental condition  users see how much 

money they would save by rounding up their debt payment and concrete items they 

could buy with the money they save a vacation  a new car  etc  
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e hypothesi e that giving the savings amount a reference point will help people 

internali e the value of arnUp s product and increase round up rates  

ur experiment launched in ecember  and will continue through February  

until we achieve a sample si e of approximately  e expect to share results in  

  

Control Condition Experimental Condition

Figure 37: Sample screens by condition 

! !
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Fa i itatin  
a ments b  

mat in  
e a ment dates 

it  in ome  
Partner Type: Bank  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Build  

New data from the New York 

Federal eserve shows that 

over four million mericans 

are more than  days late on 

their car loan payments  his 

is the highest late-payment 

rate since the height of the 

financial crisis  here are 

many reasons someone may 

default on an auto loan job 

loss  health emergency etc  

nd as the U  Financial iaries project demonstrated so clearly  mericans face 

increasing income and expense volatility  which can uickly lead to financial distress  
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e performed a behavioral audit of the entire 

auto lending process  including a full day of field 

visits with a debt collector  several hours of 

listening to collections calls  and trying to buy 

used cars at six different car lots  

ur behavioral analysis revealed a number of 

e a io a  ia nosis and 
e  nsi ts 
e partnered with Beneficial tate Bank  a 

California-based community development bank  

to reduce the repayment burden on borrowers 

and lessen auto loan repayment delin uency and defaults  

insights specific to Beneficial Bank s internal processes and barriers to repayment  as 

well as insights relevant to auto loan repayments broadly  ne such insight is that 

almost universally  monthly loan repayments are due on the day that a borrower bought 

their car   

ualitative research suggests that many people pay their rent and bills when they 

themselves get paid  eople then spend the rest of their money until they are paid 

again  If their repayment due date falls far from a payday it may be difficult to find the 

money to pay off their car loan  

e iment 
e created a two-condition experiment that focuses on this barrier in the repayment 

process  fter revamping the borrower onboarding call  in one condition the payment 

due dates will continue to fall on the day that the borrower happened to buy a car  and 

in the other condition the payment due dates will be moved to coincide with the 

borrower s payday   

e will measure payment rates across conditions  he experiment is set to be 

launched in   to over a thousand Beneficial tate Bank auto loan borrowers  
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

sin  dead ines 
and ust in time 
info mation to e  
sma  business 
o ne s om ete 
oan a i ations 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field  

mall businesses need more access 

to credit  but many banks will not give 

business loans to owners who have 

less than two years of business 

history or who have low or no  credit 

scores  ith limited access to capital 

and new alternative  lenders on the 

scene  however  more small 

businesses are falling victim to 

unregulated  predatory lenders  
 ne study by pportunity Fund found a  average annual percentage rate  of  
sample alternative  loans  It is difficult to estimate the exact volume  though  because 
they are structured as commercial transactions instead of loans and are not subject to 
banking laws such as the ruth in Lending ct   

o help these small business owners  we partnered with ccion  a fair and flexible 

lender with over  borrowers  ccion also facilitates connections to business 
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experts and access to resources and opportunities tailored to each business owner s 

uni ue needs and goals  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
Before ccion grants a loan  they re uest some background information and 

documents  such as bank statements  business plans  or a profit-and-loss statement  

in order to evaluate the health of the business  athering these documents may be 

cumbersome or overwhelming  and  of applicants who complete an initial 

application drop out of the flow at this point in the process  thereby not moving on to 

receive the loan to grow their business   

ven worse  they may instead turn to a predatory lender or cash advance  

e chose to tackle this specific 

problem for our test because the 

barrier is large and the 

conse uences of dropping out can 

be severe  

e reviewed ccion s application 

data and applicant funnel and 

interviewed over  people 

including applicants  borrowers  

employees  and vendors across 

four regional offices   

his analysis led us to a couple of key insights: 

here is a high drop off rate in the document collection phase. pproximately 

 percent of all the people who completed the initial application withdrew 

before making it to underwriting where the loan application is officially reviewed

oan f cers and applicants speci cally noted the document collection process 

as the most daunting and dif cult. ost applicants were pleased with ccion s 
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responsiveness but were intimidated or frustrated with the time and effort the 

document collection required on their part. 

e ent 
Based on the information we analy ed  we designed a four condition email experiment 

to increase the number of applicants who complete the application specifically  

completing the document submission phase of the application  e chose our four 

conditions from past research on the effectiveness of deadlines including a previous 

Common Cents Lab project with iva  and just-in-time information   

fter an applicant speaks with a Loan fficer about their desired loan  the applicant will 

receive an email that is randomly selected from four possible email templates: 

1. mail including generic language with instructions for submission control

2. mail including a deadline one week out  for documents to be received

. mail including a link to more information about the re uested documents

. mail including both a deadline for documents to be received and the link to the 

document de nitions. 

Sample Email

Figure 38: Sample email 

!
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esu ts 
We launched this experiment across four regional offices in July 2017. This experiment 

will be in the field until Q1 2018. To date, over 300 applicants have participated. We 

plan on measuring application completion rates by condition.  
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Partner Cohort: -- 

edesi nin  auto 
oan a u ato s to 
i i t 

o o tunit  osts  
Partner Type: -- 

Project Type: Prototype  Project Status: In Build  

In  auto loan delin uencies rose more than any other category  according to recent 

data from the merican Bankers ssociation  eanwhile  auto loans have grown at a 

rate of over  since   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e performed a behavioral audit of the entire auto lending process  including a full day 

of field visits with a debt collector  several hours of listening to collections calls  and 

trying to buy used cars at six different car lots  e found troubling evidence suggesting 

that auto loan borrowers are being set up for failure

1. as, insurance, maintenance and repairs are 

not mentally accounted for. hen a borrower 

leaves an auto dealership  they have focused all of 

their mental energy on whether they can afford a 

 per month car payment

hey either forget about or don t pay attention to 

the other costs of car ownership  which often

total hundreds of dollars per month
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uto loan payments are framed in monthly terms. hile this may seem easier 

for a borrower to understand  the emphasis of this figure often results in the 

neglect of the total car cost  the interest rate  or the length of the loan

 survey of over  auto loan borrowers suggests that this framing is partly 

responsible for the industry s increase in average loan terms  from  months 

in  to  months in 

orrowers are pushed to spend the ma imum that they can possibly afford. 

Financial institutions approve loans for up to  a maximum amount  uto dealers  

commissions and incentive structures reward car sales  e haven t seen any 

model which provides incentives based on whether the borrower is able to pay 

back the loan

 
e iment 

e are developing a prototype auto loan calculator that addresses these challenges by 

providing a recommendation for the price of a car that a borrower should buy in both 

total and monthly cost terms  o determine this figure  the calculator factors in the 

borrower s income and expenses as well as gas  insurance  maintenance and repair 

costs  It also factors in the borrower s income and expense volatility  his prototype will 

be released in  
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